Multi-label classification consists in classifying an instance into two or more classes simultaneously. It is a very challenging task present in many real-world applications, such as classification of biology, image, video, audio, and text. Recently, the interest in interpretable classification models has grown, partially as a consequence of regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation. In this context, we propose a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm that generates multiple rule-based multi-label classification models, allowing users to choose among models that offer different compromises between predictive power and interpretability. An important contribution of this work is that different from most algorithms, which usually generate models based on lists (ordered collections) of rules, our algorithm generates models based on sets (unordered collections) of rules, increasing interpretability. Also, by employing a conflict avoidance algorithm during the rule-creation, every rule within a given model is guaranteed to be consistent with every other rule in the same model. Thus, no conflict resolution strategy is required, evolving simpler models. We conducted experiments on synthetic and real-world datasets and compared our results with state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of predictive performance (F-Score) and interpretability (model size), and demonstrate that our best models had comparable F-Score and smaller model sizes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multi-label classification is a task in the machine learning field with applications in different areas, such as Bioinformatics [1] , [2] , sentiment analysis [3] and text classification [4] , [5] , [6] . It can be informally described as: given a collection of instances, each associated to a set of labels, and assuming that there exists a function h that associates each object to its respective set of labels, try and generate a function g that approximates the behavior of h.
In recent years, the interest in interpretable classification models has grown, partly due to regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), a regulation "whereby users can ask for explanations of an algorithmic decision that significantly affects them" [7] .
It is generally accepted that rule-based classifiers are among the most interpretable models [8] . The training phase of such classifiers usually consists of creating and tuning a list of classification rules. A classification rule usually has two components: an antecedent and a consequent. The antecedent is a collection of tests over feature values, and the consequent is the set of labels that will be assigned to the dataset instance if it passes all the antecedent's tests. A simple multi-label classification rule is exemplified as follows: To improve the interpretability of a classification model, researchers usually try to minimize the size of the model (e.g. the number of rules or tests in the rules' antecedents) [9] . In [10] , however, the authors suggest another approach: to employ sets (unordered collections) of rules, instead of lists (ordered collections). The premise is that in a list of rules, the n-th rule can not be correctly interpreted alone, because an instance it covers may also be covered by a previous rule; the actual classes predicted by the classifier would be the ones of the previous rule. On the other hand, a set of rules allows the user to analyze the rules individually, making the model more interpretable. However, without the inherent order of application imposed by a list, a collection of rules may become inconsistent if multiple rules (with different consequents) cover the same dataset instance. In [10] , conflict resolution strategies are discussed. Such strategies allow the classifier to function correctly even if it contains multiple rules that contradict each other. In [11] , the authors proposed a conflict avoidance algorithm, which supplements rule-creation processes to prevent such inconsistencies from arising, rendering conflict resolution strategies unnecessary.
In this work, we treat the generation and optimization of multi-label classification models considering both their predictive power and interpretability. Thus, we treat the classification task as a multi-objective optimization problem, and present a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm in which each individual of the population is a complete rule-based classification model, allowing the user to choose between models with different compromises between interpretability and predictive power. The models are based on sets of rules, and during the evolution the rules are generated using the conflict avoidance algorithm presented in [11] , which guarantees that all rules within a given model are consistent 1 with each other.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly discuss related work. In Section III, we present the proposed algorithm. In Section IV, we discuss the experiments we conducted and their results. Finally, in Section V, we present our final conclusions and future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this Section, we briefly discuss the literature about two important aspects of our work, multi-label classification and interpretability.
A. Multi-label Classification
The two commonest approaches to multi-label classification are problem transformation and algorithm adaptation [12] . The former consists in transforming the multi-label problem into a collection of single-label problems, allowing the usage of traditional classification algorithms, whose outputs are then combined to produce a multi-label prediction. The algorithm adaptation approach consists in adapting single-label algorithms, or building new ones, to directly handle multilabel problems.
One of the most intuitive problem transformation technique is the Binary Relevance (BR) [13] , which consists in splitting the multi-label dataset into N binary datasets, with N being the number of classes in the original dataset. A binary classifier is then trained for each dataset, and the individual binary predictions are aggregated to produce the final multi-label prediction. The main drawback of this technique is that it neglects possible relationships that may exist between classes. Also, as it requires training N classifiers, the final model can be very complex in terms of interpretability. 1 We present a formal definition for "consistency" in Section III-A A technique similar to BR is the Classifier Chains (CC) [14] . It also trains multiple binary classifiers, with the notable difference that the output of each classifier is concatenated with the instances' features, which creates an augmented description of the instance. This augmented description is then provided to the next classifier of the chain. This augmentation process does manage to capture some class relationships that are ignored in BR. However, it also means that the effectiveness of the chain depends on the order of the classifiers in the chain.
Another recurrent problem transformation technique is the Label Powerset [15] , which transforms the multi-label dataset into a single-label one by creating new classes from the concatenation of sets of labels present in the original dataset. For instance, if there is an object whose labels are {A, B, F }, a new class [ABF ] is created. The technique, unlike BR and CC, does not suffer from the performance drawback of training multiple classification models; but it does tend to create too many classes that may end up with too few positive instances associated with them.
One of the first work that employs the algorithm adaptation strategy was proposed by Clare and King, 2001 [16] , which modifies decision trees to perform hierarchical multilabel classification by modifying their entropy function. From the interpretability perspective, the work is also interesting, because after the tree model is created, the authors "break" the rules that predict multiple labels into multiple rules that predict single labels.
In [17] , the authors propose the first lazy multi-label algorithm; an adaptation of k-Nearest Neighbors. The proposed algorithm considers the frequency of classes in the neighborhood of the instance being classified to generate the multi-label prediction.
To the best of author's knowledge, Cerri et al., 2019 [9] proposed the first genetic algorithm that generates a single global model for hierarchical multi-label classification. In the proposed algorithm, named HMC-GA, each individual represents a single classification rule, and the entire population represents the classification model.
In [1] , the authors present the Clus-HMC algorithm, which generates predictive clustering trees. The algorithm views the tree as a hierarchy of clusters, maximizing the similarities of instances in each cluster. The implementation provided by the authors contains a parameter to generate a set of rules from the tree (each path from the root to a leaf becomes a rule).
B. Interpretability
In the context of classification models, interpretability is not an objectively and consistently defined concept [18] ; different authors use the term to refer to different characteristics a model can have. However, it is reasonable to say that some types of classification models are inherently more interpretable than others; e.g.: a decision tree [19] can be said to be more interpretable than a deep neural network [20] .
Rule-based classifiers are considered to be among the most interpretable models [8] . For such classification models, the number of rules is often used to quantify the interpretability of the models [21] , [10] .
In [10] , the authors discuss another way of improving the interpretability of such models: to employ sets (unordered collections) of rules, instead of lists (ordered collections) of rules. Indeed, if the collection of rules has no intrinsic ordering, then one could, in principle, analyze a particular rule in isolation.
Frequently, however, removing the ordering of the collection may render the classification inconsistent, for it may contain rules that cover the same feature-space region, but assign different labels to this region. In such cases, it becomes necessary to utilize a mechanism to decide which rule should be used. In [10] , the authors described such mechanisms as "conflict resolution strategies". An example of such mechanism is: whenever a conflict between two rules arises, use the one that has the highest F-Score in the training dataset.
In [11] , the authors discuss another solution to the consistency issue of sets of rules; a conflict avoidance algorithm, named Constrained Feature-Space Box-Enlargement (CFSBE), which can find feature-space regions not covered by any existing rules. Creating a rule inside such a region (i.e. a rule whose antecedent only covers such a sub-region), ensures that the new rule will be consistent with the already existing rules.
In the next section, we show how CFSBE is used in the proposed evolutionary algorithm to induce consistent sets of multi-label classification rules.
III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Our algorithm, named Multi-objective evolutionary algorithm for consistent and interpretable multi-label rules (MINOTAUR) is a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm that generates rule-based classification models. Each individual of the population is a non-empty set of multi-label classification rules, that is, a complete classification model. Each model may contain an arbitrarily large number of rules, as long as the rules of the model are consistent with each other.
A set of rules (a classification model) is said to be consistent if all its rules are consistent with each other. A pair of rules is said to be consistent if their consequents are equal or if the feature-space regions described by their antecedents does not overlap [11] .
In our proposal, the antecedent of a rule is a set of featuretests, and it must contain exactly one feature-test for each feature of the dataset. A feature-test is a function that checks whether the value of a given feature is inside an interval. An example of a feature-test would be f t(age) = 0 ≤ age < 18.
It is important that one of the comparisons of the featuretest is inclusive and the other exclusive, so that feature-tests of different rules can "touch" each other, that is, the lower bound of one rule feature-test may be equal to the upper bound of another rule feature-test. If both tests were inclusive, rules that contain feature-tests that "touch" each other would be inconsistent. The rules r 1 and r 2 below exemplify this concept when applied to an instance with an attribute value w = 50. It is possible to see that, in this case, the rules are inconsistent, i.e., both rules cover the instance.
The lower and upper bounds of a feature-test can assume any value present in the dataset for that feature in addition to −∞ and ∞. Feature-tests with infinity as boundaries are tautological and indicate that a given feature is not important for that rule, and that such features-test may be removed after MINOTAUR finishes running (effectively reducing the size of the rules). During the evolution, however, they must be preserved, since CFSBE requires that all rules have the same size. An example of such a feature-test is: f t(age) = −∞ ≤ age < ∞. It is also possible that only one of the comparisons of the feature-test becomes tautological, which indicates that the feature-test can not be removed, but can at least be simplified.
The consequent of a rule is a binary vector. If the n-th position of the vector is 1, it indicates that the dataset instance belongs to the n-th class. If it is 0, it indicates that the dataset instance does not belong to the n-th class.
A representation of our proposed individual is shown in Figure 1 . In this representation, an individual is a vector of k rules, and each rule is a vector of size 2×|f |, with f the set of features of the dataset. Every two positions of a rule R forms a tuple (L i , U i ), each representing the lower bound and the upper bound of the i-th feature-test of such rule. Thus, every test in our rules verifies if a given attribute value is greater than or equal to a lower bound value, and if it is less than an upper bound value (L i ≤ w < U i ). To help visualize what a classification model is, we present in Figure 2 an actual classification model generated for a dataset with two features and five classes. The prediction of a given model for a given dataset instance is the consequent of the rule that matches the instance. If no rule matches the instance, we utilize a fallback mechanism commonly called "default rule". Many algorithms besides MINOTAUR, such as HMC-GA and Clus-HMC, employ this mechanism, which assigns the dataset average set of labels (the average of the binary vectors) to the instance being classified. Since this "rule" does not contain an antecedent, and is only activated under special circumstances, it is not counted towards the model size for any algorithm.
The MINOTAUR algorithm contains two steps: initialization, in which the initial population is created, and the IF 0,44 ≤ f₁ < 0,75 AND 0,75 ≤ f₂ < ∞ THEN 01100 IF 0,35 ≤ f₁ < 0,67 AND 0,52 ≤ f₂ < 0,82 THEN 00001 IF 0,41 ≤ f₁ < 0,81 AND 0,55 ≤ f₂ < 0,75 THEN 01100 Fig. 2 . Example of classification model mutation-selection loop, in which new individuals are created and the fittest are selected. The mutation-selection loop stops when at least one of the following conditions is met: the maximum number of generations is reached, or the maximum number of failed mutation attempts per generation is reached (see Section III-B). We have decided to disable crossover operators since they have not contributed improving the results according to preliminary experiments. In Section III-A, we describe the rule creation mechanism and the initialization phase. In Section III-B, we describe the mutation-selection loop.
A. Rule Creation and Initialization
A centerpiece of MINOTAUR is the rule creation mechanism, employed both during the initialization phase and by certain mutation operators. The rule creation mechanism itself is built on top of the CFSBE algorithm [11] , which we will summarize below.
CFSBE has three input parameters. The first, named R, is a (possibly empty) set of consistent rules. The second input parameter, named seed, is a dataset instance that is not covered by any rule of R. The last input parameter, named O, is a permutation of {1, 2, . . . , |f |}, with f being the set of features of the dataset.
The output of CFSBE is a |f | dimensional hyperrectangle, named box. This box contains the seed, do not overlap with the feature-space regions described by the rules of R, and cannot be further expanded. To generate such a box, CFSBE creates a hyperrectangle around the seed and enlarges it along each dimension until a further expansion would result in an overlap between the box and the feature-space regions described by the rules of R. If R is empty, then the box covers the entire feature-space.
The parameter O indicates the order in which the dimensions should be expanded. For example, if O = (3, 1, 2), then the box would be enlarged first along the third dimension, then along the first dimension, and finally along the second dimension.
To illustrate how different values of O generate different boxes, consider Figure 3 (adapted from [11] ), in which black dots represent dataset instances, the dark-grey rectangle represents the output box, the remaining rectangles represent the rules of R, and p 1 is the seed. Figure 3 There are many ways to generate a rule from a box; for instance, one could, for each dimension of the box, utilize the boundary values of the box in that dimension as the boundaries of a feature-test. This approach is not ideal because if R = ∅ the generated box, and the generated rule-antecedent, would cover the entire feature-space, preventing the creation of more rules.
In our algorithm, we adopted the following approach: if we are trying to generate a new rule for a individual ind, then we run CFSBE with R = ind.rules, where ind.rules is the current set of rules of individual ind, a randomly generated O, and a seed randomly chosen among the possible dataset instances (i.e. the dataset instances not covered by the rules of ind). We then create a new box around the seed, called box 2 , and enlarge it to try to cover t (a hyperparameter of MINOTAUR) dataset instances that are closest to the seed and also not covered by the rules of the input set R. The enlargement process stops when the box 2 boundaries reach the boundaries of the CFSBE box or when t instances are covered. We then create feature-tests from the box 2 boundaries; and such feature-tests form the antecedent of the rule. To create the consequent of the rule, we average the labels of the dataset instances covered by the antecedent.
The mechanism described above is also used in the initialization phase of our proposal to create the individuals of the first generation. Such individuals contain a single rule. To generate the first rule of each individual, we use the method we just described, but now using R = ∅. It is important to observe that although we are using the same value of R for the creation of all first-rules, such rules are not necessarily equal, since the values of seed and O are random.
B. Mutation and Selection
Our mutation phase consists of a reproduction strategy which tries to create m new individuals by cloning existing ones and applying specific mutation operators in the rules of these clones. To do so, we randomly select an individual from the population, a mutation operator, and check if it is possible to apply such mutation to the selected individual. If it is possible, we create a clone of the individual and mutate it. If it is not possible, we increment a failed mutation attempts counter and randomly select another (individual, mutation-operator) pair. To exemplify a mutation failure, consider an individual ind whose rules already cover all dataset instances. Consider now that we want to create a new individual by cloning ind and applying a mutation operator that adds a new rule to the clone. Since the rules from ind already cover all instances, there is no suitable seed for the execution of CFSBE. It is important to observe that our reproduction strategy consists of mutating a clone. Thus, the original individual is not modified. After all mutants are generated, they are added to the population, and both the original individuals and their mutated-clones compete during the selection phase, which is performed using the NSGA-II algorithm [22] .
We implemented three mutation operators, the first is adding a new rule to the selected individual. The new rule is created using the process described in Section III-A, with R as the set of rules of the individual being mutated, O randomly generated and seed randomly chosen among the possible dataset instances. The mutation can fail if R already covers the entire feature-space (or at least all the dataset instances).
The second type of operator is removing a rule, which is done by randomly selecting a rule from the individual and removing it. More specifically, we shuffle the individuals' vector of rules and drop the last one. This mutation can fail if the individual contains a single rule, because removing it would effectively destroy the model.
The last operator is substituting a rule, which is done by randomly selecting a rule from the individual, removing this rule, and creating a new one using the mechanism described in Section III-A. To create this new rule, we run CFSBE with R as the reduced set of rules (i.e. the individuals' rules minus the removed one), a randomly generated O, and a seed randomly chosen among the possible dataset instances (i.e. the ones not covered by the reduced set of rules). The newly generated rule is then added to the individual. This mutation never fails, because if a rule is removed, then it is always possible to create a new rule, even if such rule only covers a sub-region of the previous one.
Each mutation operator has a weight associated with it, which makes some types of mutations more likely to occur. The weight for adding a new rule is 1, for removing a rule is 2 and for substituting a rule is 4. To decide which mutation will occur, we generate a random number between 1 and 7; if the value is 7, we add a new rule; if the value is 6 or 5, we remove a rule; else we substitute a rule. We chose such values to decrease the likelihood of a mutation failing, which wastes computational time. Further experimentation with different values can be conducted in future works.
After the desired number of mutants m is generated, the failed mutation attempts counter is reset, the mutants are added to the population, and the fittest individuals of the population are selected using NSGA-II, using as fitness a tuple with the micro-averaged F-Score [12] and the model size (number of rules) of the individual. If, howeverm the failed mutation attempts counter reaches a certain threshold (a hyperparameter of the algorithm), before m new individuals were generated, the evolution stops. CAL500  68  174  502  emotions  72  6  593  scene  294  6  2407  synthetic0  10  5  10000  synthetic1  80  22  10000  synthetic2  30  8  10000  synthetic3  21  7  10000  yeast  103  14  2417 IV. EXPERIMENTS
To assess the effectiveness of our algorithm, we conducted 10-fold cross-validated experiments with eight datasets. Four of them are real-world ones publicly available 2 : CAL500 [23] , emotions [24] , scene [25] , and yeast [26] . The other ones were generated with the Read et al., 2012 [27] multi-label proposal with four generators: hyper-plane (synthetic0), radial basis function (synthetic1), random tree (synthetic2), and wave-form (synthetic3). Table I shows the number of features, classes and instances of each dataset.
We compared the micro-averaged F-Score of the highest scoring model generated by MINOTAUR (remember that it generates a collection of models) and the models generated by known single-label algorithms: J48, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Naive Bayes (NB) and k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN). In order to use such algorithms in a multi-label context we used the problem transformation methods classifier chains (CC), Binary Relevance (BR) and Label Powerset (LP). We have also conducted experiments with the state-of-theart multi-label algorithms HMC-GA [9] and Clus-HMC [28] . While HMC-GA is a genetic algorithm specifically proposed to generate lists of multi-label rules, Clus-HMC generates a single multi-label decision tree, which can then be converted into a set of rules.
Since MINOTAUR and HMC-GA are non-deterministic methods, we executed them 30 times in each fold. For the other methods, only one execution per fold was necessary since they are deterministic. Because MINOTAUR generates a collection of models, instead of a single one, we selected its best model (i.e. with highest F-Score) in the training data, and show its results obtained in the test partition. We consider the problem transformation methods as the baselines focusing only on predictive performance, while Clus-HMC and HMC-GA are baselines for a compromise between performance and interpretability. We aim at showing that MINOTAUR has competitive performance in comparison with all methods while obtaining more interpretable models, i.e, models with fewer rules. Table II presents the micro-averaged F-Scores obtained from all methods investigated. The best results are highlighted in bold face. The standard deviations are presented only for MINOTAUR and HMC-GA, and are obtained averaging the 30 executions in each fold. This was performed to analyze the stability of the algorithms.
The small standard deviations in MINOTAUR's F-Scores suggest that it is indeed stable and the F-Scores themselves indicate that our algorithm is overall comparable with multilabel rule-based algorithms from the literature. It is interesting to observe that the models generated with problem-adaptation strategies, although theoretically unable to capture as many relations between classes as the multi-label algorithms, did outperform them. However, it is reasonable to assume that this is more likely a consequence of the performance-oriented approach employed, that sacrifices interpretability, than a multi-label / single-label issue. Consider, for instance, the J48 algorithm, which generates an interpretable model (a classification tree). One could argue that when the trees are combined to form a Classifier Chain, or their predictions are combined to in Binary Relevance, their interpretability is greatly reduced. If we now consider LP-J48, that generates a single tree, preserving the interpretability of the model, we can see that its F-Scores are overall not very different from the ones obtained by the multi-label rule-based methods.
In Table III , we show the average (across the folds) number of rules in each model, highlighting the best results in bold face. It is interesting to note that Clus-HMC's model for CAL500 indeed contains no rules. This is because Clus-HMC applies a pruning procedure to the generated tree, which is then converted into rules. The pre-pruning model for CAL500 was not empty, but after pruning all rules were removed and only the fallback mechanism (the "default rule") remained. We also note that in this specific case of CAL500, the "default rule" obtained a competitive performance, although slightly inferior, with the other methods investigated. This suggests that CAL500 is a very challenging dataset, which can indeed be confirmed by its large number of classes (174) and small number of instances (502) when compared to the other datasets. In six of the remaining seven datasets, MINOTAUR generated the smallest models, while remaining competitive. In the yeast dataset, for instance, all three algorithms had comparable F-Scores, but MINOTAUR was able to achieve that with only 16 rules, while HMC-GA and Clus-HMC required 27 and 98 rules, respectively.
To evaluate the statistical significance of the F-Score results, we calculated the average Friedman ranks of MINOTAUR, HCM-GA, Clus-HMC and the performance-restricted baselines J48 (BR, CC and LP), SVM (BR, CC and LP), NB (BR, CC and LP), and k-NN (BR, CC and LP), totaling 15 methods (see Table II ). The ranks suggest there are statistical differences between the methods. Thus, we proceed with a post-hoc Nemenyi test to find which methods provide better results in a pairwise fashion. Figure 4 shows the critical diagram for comparing all methods in terms of F-Score. CD stands for the critical difference (CD = 7.58) at a confidence level of 95%, and methods connected by a line do not present statistically significant differences. Since there is no line connecting SVM-LP, MINOTAUR, HMC-GA, Clus-HMC and J48-LP, we conclude that SVM-LP is significantly better than these methods in terms of F-Score. The other pairwise comparisons do not show significantly differences with statistical significance.
It is important to emphasize that only SVM-LP was statistically superior to MINOTAUR. This is a very good result for our method given that SVM-LP is focused and tuned only to obtain good predictive performances. MINOTAUR obtained competitive results compared to SVM-LP with the advantage of generating interpretable models. This can be confirmed by looking again at Table II , where our proposal obtained very competitive results in some datasets such as CAL500, synthetic0 and synthetic1. Since we have only three rule-based methods to be compared in terms of number of rules, we conducted a pairwise Wilcoxon test [29] to assess the statistical significance. The null hypothesis states that the medians of the differences between the pair of algorithms do not differ. We run this test with a significance level of 10%, which is a standard value considering the fact that Wilcoxon's is quite conservative for indicating significant differences. The results are presented in Table IV . We can see that MINOTAUR was statistically superior to both HMC-GA and Clus-HMC, thus generating more intepretable models.
A particularly important aspect of MINOTAUR is that it generates a collection of classification models, allowing its user to choose between models with different compromises between predictive power and interpretability. To facilitate the visualization of such aspect, we generated the graphics shown in Figure 5 . In such graphs, the horizontal axis (Interpretability) is measured as the inverse of the model size (number of rules), that is, the smallest (most interpretable) models are positioned in the rightmost part. The vertical axis (Predictive Power) is measured as F-Score, positioning the most powerful models in the upper part of the graphs.
To generate each graph in Figure 5 , we used the following procedure: for each run (30) , for each fold (10), we select the fitness (a tuple with F-Score and model size) of the individuals from the last generation. Since the population size is 80 we obtain 300 matrices with dimension (80,2), 80 rows by 2 columns. We then computed the average of such 300 matrices. To constrain the model size to the [0, 1] interval, we substituted it for its inverse. We then plotted the non-dominated rows of the matrix. The graphs show that MINOTAUR is able to generate individuals that offer different compromises between predictive power and interpretability, and that there is usually a negative correlation between such quantities. We can see that in difficult datasets, such as CAL500, the most powerful models may have two times more rules than the most interpretable ones, but the difference in F-Score is smaller than 0.02. In relatively easier datasets, such as scene, we can see that the largest models may contain five times more rules than the smaller ones, with a F-Score two times higher.
A. Reproducibility
This section is dedicated to facilitate the reproduction of our experiments, which is, in our opinion, of paramount importance. The next paragraphs discuss the hyper-parameter values used in the proposed and baseline algorithms.
The hyper-parameters of the Mulan-based algorithms were set as their default values. Since Mulan 3 extends Weka [30] , 3 http://mulan.sourceforge.net/ the J48, SVM, NB and k-NN hyper-parameters were the Weka default ones. Clus-HMC was executed with the default values from its original publication [1] 4 . Regarding HMC-GA 5 , it is a conventional genetic algorithm. We used the hyperparameter values recommended in Cerri et al., 2019 [9] : initial population size = 50, elitism number = 1, mutation rate = 40%, crossover rate = 90%, tournament size = 2, maximum number of generations = 50, maximum number of covered instances per rule = 300, minimum number of covered instances per rule = 5, and maximum uncovered instances (covered by the default rule) = 10. HMC-GA also has a hyper-parameter which generates a specific value for each dataset. It is a value p which is used in the initialization phase (initial population) to define the probability of using a test in a rule. According to this probability p, HMC-GA generates initial rules with an average size (number of tests) n = f × p, with f the number of dataset features. Table V shows the average size n of each rule in HMC-GA for p = 0.3, which was the value used in our experiments. The actual size of the rules can vary since during evolution HMC-GA applies a local search operator to decrease the size of the rules while keeping performance.
We ran MINOTAUR with the same population size (80), maximum number of generations (200), maximum number of failed mutation attempts per generation (2000) and number of mutants to be generated per generation (m = 40) for all datasets. Only the hyper-parameter t (see Section III-A) was tuned specifically for each dataset. We conducted experiments with t ∈ {2, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048, 4096} and used the values (shown in Table V ) that yielded the highest F-Score on the train dataset.
The original datasets, the scripts used to pre-process them (which consisted of basic file format conversions, e.g.: from .csv to .arff ), and the generated folds are hosted on GitHub 6 . The scripts used to run MINOTAUR, parse its output and generated the graphics in Figure 5 is also hosted on GitHub 7 . 
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented a multi-objective evolutionary algorithm that generates classification models based on consistent sets of rules. Our experiments indicated that the generated models offer different compromises between predictive power and interpretability, with the best models being competitive with state-of-the-art algorithms, especially multi-label rulebased ones.
As future works we plan to improve some aspects of MINOTAUR, such as to implement different fittest selection mechanisms, and perform experiments with different mutation weights. Also, the current implementation of MINOTAUR has a few limitations: it only handles continuous features, and has no default values for its hyper-parameters, nor a builtin heuristic to generate such values. We plan to improve the method regarding these limitations.
